
is commonly found in the inadequ.ac·y of the 
procedure". 

As this is a text book, a brief mention 
should have been made to the concept . of 
'industrial re!ations system' after the first three 
chapters, in order to understand the subse
quent topics in their proper perspective.. . 

Despite th'ese, the book is promising in so 
far as it' introduces the · reader systematically 
to the theory and practice of industrial rela
tions in India and the authors deserve encou
ragement for their maiden collaborative enter
prise. 

B. s: Rao 
Research Fellow, PM & IR Group 
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Decision 1 April Et July 1982 

Despite the differences of opinion among 
management educators about exclusive use 
of case 'method of teaching as to its effec
tiveness.. it . has come to stay as an · impor
tant tool of training. Even though ·. the 
extent of reliance on this method may vary 
from institution · it. is ' used by : a ·. broad 
sp~ctrum of lnstit8tions rangind ·from ·the 
one's who r~ly exclusively an ·. this method 
to others who use· it as a supplemeht · to 
other methods of teaching. 

. Large number of management· educators 
~ho had no formal'.training ' in ~ase method ' 
are finding' "it . incre~singly n~ce~sary to" use 

cases in their curricula in some form or 
other. ~imilarly the developing countries 
with their newly established · management 
lnstitut,ec; are finding it difficult to'" have 
sufficient number of cases written in their 
environment.. It i~ . these proble-ms · ambng 
Rthers "Yhich ' ~ake ' this ~olume · of great 
importance · to manage'ment ed utators ·gener~ 
" . . . ' . . . ' . 

ally and those in developing· · ·countries 
specially. 

The volume under review is a guide 
for effective use of case method in manage
ment training . The Volume is divided into 
four parts. The first part is intended for 
the students of case method, guiding them 
as to how to study a case, participate in 
the case" class and write a case analysis 
report. This part may be of immense help 
to students who are new to the system. 
This would also be helpful to teachers for 
introducing their students to case method . . 

The second part is a guide to teachers. 
This part systematically introduces the 
methodology of conducting a case class, 
developing case courses, and shows how 
to choose and sequence the cases for 
such courses. It also deals with the most 
difficult task many teachers · might have 
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faced in using case method, the task of 
evaluating students' work. 

Part three is devoted to case writing, 
where the author deals with mechanics of · 
case writing. Where the . author stresses 
the need for field research based cases · 
especially for the developing world to fill 
in the teaching need for cases set in the 
environment of the develop~ng world. The 
idea is to introduce new case writers to the 
"conventions" of case writing. The author 
himself admits that case writing must finally 
be learned through doing it. 

Part four is devoted to the areas of deve
lopment required for fostering case method. 
Here discussions are centred round how the 
institutions can adopt to case courses in their 
curricula and as to how case writing work
shops should be organized so as to promote 
_case method teaching. Discussion in this part 
also contains number of other' considerations 
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and institutional supports required fer popular
ising case method teaching. 

· The appendices contain eleven cases which 
can be effectively used in case writer's ·work
shops. Further appendices dealing with sample 
information material for case writing work
shops, sample case evaluation forms, cases 
and notes used in prior workshops, selected 
case clearing houses and selected bibliogra
phy on case study methods are of invaluable 
help to teachers and trainers interested in case 
method. 

This volume is a thoughtfully drawn out 
guide on case method of teaching, which can 
be of immense help to students, teachers and 
trainers. This can be of great value to the 
institutions in developing countries striving to 
build up the necessary infrastructure for train
ing managerial personnel at different levels. 

N. Ramachandran 
Research Fellow, Finance & Control Group. 
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